Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION

D
ESPITE the high risk related to heavy-ion (HI)-induced single-event effects (SEEs) in the space radiation environment, thoroughly testing all mission components through HI ground experiments is often too costly and impractical, especially for low-budget CubeSat missions. Therefore, different efforts have been carried out in order to use more accessible proton data as a means of bounding the HI sensitivity (see [1] and the references therein). Such approaches are based on the fact that in their nuclear interactions with Si atoms in and near the device's sensitive volumes (SVs), protons (or more generally hadrons) will generate fragments and recoils with LET values up to 15 MeVcm 2 /mg, therefore covering a large fraction of the galactic cosmic ray (GCR) LET spectrum. However, establishing the link between the experimental context and the environmental conditions is challenging due to the complex charge, energy and angular distributions of the nuclear fragments. Therefore, such approaches strongly rely on the Monte Carlo simulation of the fragment production, which can be represented and correlated with the application case in different phase spaces.
Similarly to what was initially proposed in [2] and recently developed in [1] and [3] , we will represent and compare the various conditions in the deposited energy phase space through the definition of the volume-equivalent LET as the deposited energy divided by the SV thickness. In this way, the limitations associated with the LET metric for nuclear fragments are overcome, the main one being its strong variability throughout the path of the fragment in the SV (whose dimensions, however, need to be defined). As we will show later, in the case of large SVs and a high LET threshold (i.e., being sensitive mainly to heavy fragments with short ranges) describing the experimental hadronic environment through the LET of the produced fragments can lead to a significant overestimation of the robustness of the tested component. This is due to the fact that the initial fragment LET times the SV thickness can be notably larger than the energy actually deposited.
The most recent effort of extracting the HI cross section from proton test data [1] relies on Monte Carlo simulations of the proton deposited energy distribution for the selected SV dimensions and determination of the optimal HI Weibull fit parameters through a maximum likelihood analysis. The approach we present here follows a similar energy deposition metric for the hadronic experimental case, but instead of using the calculated distribution(s) to determine the best fit to a Weibull HI response, establishes the link with the space environment by directly comparing the respective energy deposition distributions. The conclusion is that for an SV thickness up to 2 μm and a relatively large volume-equivalent LET interval (roughly 1-10 MeVcm 2 /mg), the ratio between the experimental and application environments remains within a factor of 3, and therefore, a constant proportionality factor can be established and exploited to estimate the HI space environment SEE rate based on single hadron measurements. The approach is introduced and applied to a set of five different components on-board two ESA SEE experiments, and the estimated results are compared with the in-flight data retrieving an agreement level similar to what is obtained through traditional SEE rate prediction approaches, involving a much more intensive experimental effort.
In addition, we analyze the dependency of the obtained proportionality factors linking experimental and application conditions with the hadron field and the SV dimensions and surrounding materials, underlining the implications of the results on the limitation of the approach. Related to this, ground tests are presented not only for standard monoenergetic proton facilities but also for the CHARM mixed-field facility at CERN [4] - [6] , which in terms of energy deposition distributions has the advantage of enabling the possibility of testing in hadron environments that are more energetic than standard proton facilities. As will be detailed later on, another practical advantage of the CHARM facility compared with monoenergetic proton facilities is that of enabling the possibility of testing a large number of components in parallel or even performing full system tests. This paper is structured as follows. The CHARM facility and the parametrization of its SEE-relevant environment are briefly described in Section II. The proposed approach is detailed in Section III and applied to a set of test and space environments for a specific single-event latchup (SEL)-like SV geometry. In Section IV, the approach is applied to a set of commercial SRAM components tested in both monoenergetic facilities and at CHARM and compared with in-flight data from two ESA experiments as well as with results extracted through the standard qualification approach. The dependency of the applied proportionality factors with the model inputs is discussed along with the associated hardness overestimation risk. The related radiation hardness assurance (RHA) implications are covered in Section V with the conclusions of the proposed approach and its application described in Section VI.
II. HEH FORMALISM AT CHARM
As described in more detail in [4] - [6] , CHARM is a mixedfield facility reproducing the radiation environment in a highenergy accelerator through the interaction of a 24-GeV proton beam with a 50-cm copper target. A broad range of test locations and shielding configurations are available yielding a set of particle energy spectra that mimic not only various accelerator cases (e.g., LHC tunnel and shielded alcoves [7] ) but also other application contexts of interest such as the atmospheric neutron or trapped proton space environments. A horizontal cut of the CHARM irradiation area model can be seen in Fig. 1 in which the movable shielding is placed inside. The positions with the red labels from 1 to 13 represent the different available test locations. For SEE purposes, the complex mixed radiation field at CHARM is described through the high-energy hadron (HEH) fluence, defined as the fluence of hadrons with an energy above 20 MeV [8] and extracted through benchmarked Monte Carlo calculations using FLUKA [9] - [11] . The definition is based on the assumption that the different hadrons present in the CHARM field (mainly neutrons, protons, and pions and in proportions that depend on the specific test location and shielding configuration) are equally efficient in inducing SEEs above 20 MeV, whereas below this energy, they are irrelevant in terms of SEE induction. Therefore, the CHARM SEE cross sections are referred to as HEH cross sections (σ HEH ) and defined as the number of SEEs divided by the HEH fluence.
CHARM results presented in this paper were collected in position 4, both without and with shielding. The associated test conditions are labeled as CHARM(4) and CHARM(4 * ), respectively.
When considering SEE tests for space applications, the trapped proton belt environment [12] characteristic of low-earth orbit (LEO) can be accurately reproduced at CHARM in terms of the hadron energy spectrum as can be seen in Fig. 2 , where the normalized differential spectra are shown for the Proba-II orbit and several test locations at CHARM. The associated acceleration factor for the ground testing is roughly 5×10 2 . Therefore, in general, the associated trapped proton SEE rate can be derived as the product of the HEH cross section at CHARM and the HEH flux in orbit (similarly to how the neutron flux above 10 MeV is used to correlate ground-level SEE rates with spallation neutron facility test results).
It is to be noted, however, that in addition to the spectral hardness, other considerations need to be taken into account when comparing the CHARM and trapped proton belt environments, such as the following: 1) the composition of the HEH flux, which in the LEO case is purely protons and for CHARM will consist of protons, pions, and neutrons in a proportion that depends on the test configuration (e.g., 70% neutrons, 14% protons, and 16% pions for test location 4, no shielding);
2) contributions not taken into account in the HEH formalism, such as neutrons below 20 MeV (including thermals) [8] and direct ionization from singly charged particles in the MeV range [14] , and that can have a different relative impact at CHARM and in an LEO orbit; 3) the possible contribution of total ionizing dose (TID) to the degradation of the component or the SEE cross section being measured. As to what concerns this final point, the dose-to-HEH fluence can be compared for both environments. Using the OMERE tool [15] , an annual TID value of 3.16 krad(Si) was obtained for the Proba-II orbit and 100 mils of aluminum shielding. When divided by the annual HEH fluence for the same orbit (4.1 × 10 9 cm −2 y −1 ), this yields a dose-to-fluence ratio of 770 rad(Si) per 10 9 HEH/cm 2 . At CHARM(4), the calculated dose-to-fluence value is 62 rad(Si) per 10 9 HEH/cm 2 , and is therefore roughly a factor of 10 smaller and similar to the value for 200-MeV protons. Consequently, similarly to the case of standard proton testing, if TID effects are of interest, the difference in the dose-to-fluence ratio needs to be taken into account.
III. VOLUME-EQUIVALENT LET APPROACH
The volume-equivalent LET approach (VELA) we propose here is based on the representation of a radiation environment through its energy deposition distribution in a certain SV, divided by the SV thickness. Therefore, the metric has units of LET; however, it is to be born in mind that it is no longer an intrinsic property of the particles (such as, e.g., their production LET) but rather a value related to the energy deposition in a certain volume, thus also depending on the SV dimensions and surrounding materials.
In the energy deposition phase space, the SEE rate can be defined as the convolution of the environmental differential flux for the considered application φ app and cross section σ , both as a function of volume-equivalent LET (LET v ). Moreover, if we assume that the cross section follows a step function at a certain LET v = LET * v , the expression can be simplified as shown in (1) where
is the integral flux of particles depositing an equivalent LET value larger than LET * v in the application environment
The cross section in (1) is experimentally determined by dividing the number of counts N by the associated experimental fluence above the considered volume-equivalent LET value, exp (> LET * v ). However, when considering a hadron environment, one can multiply and divide the expression by the associated HEH fluence value HEH as shown in (2), which when combined with (1) yields the expression shown in (3) relating the application SEE rate R with the experimental HEH cross section through a proportionally factor α having flux units. The α factor corresponds to the event rate per unit surface with a volume-equivalent LET value above threshold in the application environment times the ratio between the experimental HEH fluence and fluence above the same volume-equivalent LET threshold
The strongest assumption in the formalism introduced above is that of assigning a step function to σ (LET * v ), whereas in general a Weibull-like dependency exists according to which the cross section progressively increases with LET until reaching a saturation value. As explained in [1] , in order to extract the parameters of such a function from a set of hadron experimental data, a maximum likelihood analysis needs to be performed with 4 DOF, which implies that different sets of values that might result are similarly satisfactory fits potentially yielding very different SEE rates when convoluted with the environmental (e.g., space) LET spectrum.
The step response function assumption is justified and discussed in the application of the approach, which is carried out as follows: a generic SV and surrounding geometry is selected for the SEE of interest. Provided that typically a limited amount of information is available on the specific component layout, we consider a pure silicon geometry with SV dimensions based on available information for the concerned SEE and technology.
Once we have defined the simple geometry model of the SV and its relevant surroundings, we perform Monte Carlo simulations of the energy deposition distribution in the application and experimental contexts. In order to illustrate the method, we consider two space environments: a 800-km 98°L EO and a near-Earth interplanetary space environment [e.g., geostationary orbit (GEO)]. For SEL, the SV dimensions are considered as 20 × 4 × 2 μm 3 according to laser studies of similar technologies [16] . Indeed, 2 μm is the standard SV thickness used in recent in-flight SEL rate studies [17] , [18] , however, as will be later discussed should not be applied as a general reference value. For SEU, we assume an SV volume of 3 × 3 × 0.5 μm 3 according to the cell size of the considered SRAM and the associated estimated charge collection depth. In both cases, a backend of line (BEOL) of 5 μm of silicon is considered. An analysis of the impact of the SV depth and surrounding materials on the VELA approach proportionality factor α will be shown in Section IV-D with a focus on the risk of overestimating the radiation hardness of components with larger SVs.
We use CREME96 to generate the environments using the CREME96 GCR version [13] , a solar-quiet mode, ions between Z = 1 and Z = 92, 100 mils of aluminum shielding and both an 800 km, 98°orbit and a geosynchronous/nearearth interplanetary environment; and CRÈME MC [19] to transport the environments through the defined geometry, retrieving as an output the corresponding SEE rate as a function of the threshold volume-equivalent LET.
Concerning the experimental case, we consider both a 230-MeV proton beam and the CHARM HEH environment (i.e., only hadrons above 20 MeV are simulated) for position 4 with and without shielding. The relevant FLUKA-generated HEH spectra (protons, neutrons, and pions above 20 MeV) are transported through the model geometry again using FLUKA and the corresponding energy deposition distributions are extracted, integrated, and normalized in order to yield the corresponding cross section as a function of volume-equivalent LET. The resulting application SEE rate and experimental cross sections are shown in Fig. 3 normalized to the respective SV surface and compared with a trapped proton LEO environment (i.e., that of Proba-II). The curves are represented in two different y-axes: SEE rate for the in-flight case and HEH cross section for the ground-level test scenarios. As will be detailed later, the proportionality factor among the axes [defined as α in (3)] is selected in such a way that the experimental cross section and in-flight SEE rate coincide for a given volumeequivalent LET value.
As can be seen, all three environments considered (two experimental hadronic cases and the LEO trapped-proton belt) yield a very similar behavior as a function of the volumeequivalent LET in the range above ∼1 MeVcm 2 /mg. This is due to the fact that despite the differences in the considered environments (monoenergetic protons, a proton spectrum for the LEO orbit, and a set of hadron spectra for the CHARM environment), the likelihood and fragment properties of the associated nuclear events are fairly independent of the hadron species and energy. The respective distributions can then be used to extract the α factors as defined in (3) and therefore relating the application SEE rate to the experimental HEH cross section. This has to be done for a specific volume equivalent LET value. However, provided α hardly depends on LET v in a very broad range of LET threshold values, any value in this interval will yield equally valid results. This is also the reason why the step function approximation in (1) generally holds: despite the fact the response function has actually a dependency with LET, the ratio between the application and experimental distributions is constant over the relevant LET interval, and therefore, the proportionality factor will only weakly depend on the actual LET response.
In order to define α for a given pair of application and experimental cases, we arbitrarily select the value relating both quantities for a volume-equivalent LET threshold value of 3 MeVcm 2 /mg.
In addition, it is to be noted that the fact that the Proba-II curve in Fig. 3 below ∼1 MeVcm 2 /mg is significantly larger than the CHARM one is due to the impact of direct ionization from protons, which is suppressed in the mixed-field case due to the fact that only hadrons above 20 MeV are considered. An analysis about the expected direct ionization contribution in the high-energy accelerator mixed-field and CHARM experimental facility can be found in [20] .
In a similar way, we apply the approach to the same experimental cases and a near-Earth (GEO) interplanetary GCR application environment. Both outputs (SEE rate for the space case and cross section for experimental conditions) are again plotted in two separate y-axes both as a function of LET v as shown in Fig. 4 . As can be seen, the experimental and application SEL cross section/rate follow a comparable LET v trend in the ∼1-10 MeVcm 2 /mg range. Despite the genuinely diverse radiation fields (GCR ions versus highenergy hadrons), when represented in the volume-equivalent LET phase space, the environments are comparable in a relatively wide LET range. This again justifies the use of a single α value to relate both cases; however, in this occasion, there is a certain dependency of α with LET v , especially for values above ∼10 MeVcm 2 /mg for which applying an α factor extracted from the 1-10 MeVcm 2 /mg interval can lead to a significant underestimation of the environmental SEE rate. The implications of such possibility on the RHA of the VELA method will be discussed in Section V.
The application SEE rate and experimental cross sections in Figs. 3 and 4 have been plotted in different axes, related by a proportionality factor defined as α in (3). This value is independent of the actual number of SVs in the component (as both quantities scale linearly with it) and can therefore be used to obtain the SEE rate in application from the experimental HEH cross section value. As introduced above, we have selected the proportionality factor as that for which the experimental cross section and in-flight SEE rate coincide at 3 MeVcm 2 /mg. In this way, the respective rate and cross section curves in the 1-10 MeVcm 2 /mg range are contained within a factor of 3. The proportionality factors defined as α in (3) relating the experimental and application cases of interest were calculated as described above and are shown in Table I . For a given application environment, these factors defer by less than 20% among the different experimental cases, again manifesting that the respective volume-equivalent LET cross sections follow a similar distribution. In addition, the corresponding results for an SEU-like geometry lead to α factors within 20% of the values reported for SEL, showing a relatively weak impact of the SV dimensions in the considered range. In addition it is worth noting that in order to obtain an equivalent HI fluence of 10 7 cm −2 [21] 
IV. RESULTS
A. Ground Testing for VELA Approach
The selected components for the application of the proposed VELA are five SRAM memories, four of which are of the 0.18-μm technology (tested for SEL) and one of the 0.25-μm technology (tested for SEU). Hadron tests were performed using a 230-MeV proton beam at PSI [22] , a quasimonoenergetic 300 MeV neutron beam at RCNP [23] and mixed-field tests at CHARM, yielding the HEH cross sections shown in Table II . The parts tested were of the same reference (or very similar, e.g., a 16-Mb SRAM version as opposed to an 8-Mb one) as those embarked in the Proba-II and Alphasat satellites. Different test environments are considered for completeness, and in order to exemplify different possible ground level hadron test options, however, only a single experimental cross-sectional value in a hadron beam/mixed field is needed to estimate the in-flight SEE data through the VELA approach.
We then use the CHARM values in Table II together with  the factors in Table I to retrieve the expected in-flight SEE rate for the Proba-II and Alphasat experiments through (3). The resulting values are shown in Table III and will be compared with those derived from the traditional integral rectangular parallelepiped (IRPP) approach and the actual in-flight values in the next sections.
B. IRPP SEE Rate Prediction and Comparison With VELA
The proton and HI SEE rates were calculated using the OMERE tool [24] . As an input, the fits of the proton and HI test data [25] were provided and the in-flight SEE rates were calculated for each environment using the IRPP method, for which the Weibull fits of the proton and HI test data are convoluted with the proton energy and HI LET spectra, respectively. Maximum solar conditions were used, and the sensitive volume thicknesses of 1 and 2 μm were considered, respectively, for SEU and SEL. The selected shielding values were 6 and 10 mm of aluminum for Alphasat and Proba-II, respectively. The data used for the Weibull fits were for a ground testing temperature of 45°C for Alphasat (temperature of the satellite in GEO is roughly 24°C) and 60°C for Proba-II (average board temperature in-flight of roughly 50°C). The resulting calculated SEE rates are shown in Table IV including the ratio between then VELA and IRPP prediction values. As can be seen, the VELA SEE rate predictions are within a factor of 3 of the standard IRPP approach for all 5 components considered in both a proton and HI-dominated environment. We underline at this stage that whereas the traditional IRPP method requires testing in a proton and HI facility using a relatively broad energy and LET interval, predictions from CHARM are based on a single hadron SEE cross-sectional measurement for each component, which can be performed in parallel for different references provided the appropriate setup is available.
C. In-Flight Data and Comparison With VELA
In-flight data for the two missions considered in this paper were presented in [24] . The Proba-II mission was The SEE in-flight data for the two different missions and considered memories are reported in Table V together with the ratio between the values predicted by the VELA approach and the in-flight data. It is to be noted that for the K6R4008V1D component, the numbers of SEL counts in the Proba-II and Alphasat mission were, respectively, 8 and 4. Likewise, the Proba-II SEL count for the AS7C34096A part was 3. Therefore, for these cases, the in-flight SEL rates have large associated statistical uncertainties.
As can be seen, the overall agreement between the VELA calculated values at CHARM and the in-flight results are within a factor of 5. If we exclude the GEO results for Fig. 6 . Simulated SEE cross section and rate normalized to the SV surface for the SEL model both with a pure silicon geometry and a layout containing a 120-nm tungsten layer 200 nm above the SV.
AT60142F and BS62LV8001EIP55 (for which the standard IRPP approach also overestimates the observed value by a similar proportion), the agreement is within a factor of 3. When taking into account uncertainty sources such as the ground-level test temperature compared with the in-flight value or the error associated to the inter-lot sensitivity spread, we consider these results as highly satisfactory for the proposed screening approach of candidate components.
D. VELA Dependence on Hadron Energy and SV Geometry and Materials
The VELA approach is introduced as a means of screening COTS components for their use in space in a cost and time efficient manner. Therefore, it relies on general assumptions regarding the SV dimensions and surrounding materials. In addition, as shown in Table I , for the SV geometries and test conditions considered, the α factors for a given environment are fairly constant. This is mainly due to the fact that as has previously been shown [26] , above roughly 50 MeV, the production of fragments in hadron-silicon interactions with an LET large enough to cause SEE is fairly independent of the incident hadron energy.
However, components with a relatively high LET threshold and high-Z materials near the SV are known to have a strong dependence with hadron energy up to roughly 3 GeV owing to the increased fission probability [5] , [27] - [29] . The impact of the high-Z energy dependence on the VELA calculated SEE rate value for an interplanetary GCR environment such as that of the Alphasat mission is shown in Fig. 6 . The cross section as a function of LET is shown for two different energies, both with and without a 120-nm-thick tungsten layer 200 nm above the SV. This tungsten density corresponds to roughly 0.5 μm 3 per SRAM cell, which was the amount found in M1 and the connectors in a scanning electron microscope analysis of the K6R4008V1D component.
As can be seen, for the pure silicon cases, the estimated SEL cross section as a function of the volume-equivalent LET threshold hardly varies between 230 MeV and 1 GeV. However, the impact of the high-Z material is very different, with an increased cross section for the larger energy case at volumeequivalent LET values of above roughly 20 MeVcm 2 /mg. For such situations, the monoenergetic value or hardness of the HEH field can have a significant impact on the predicted VELA SEE rate, with more energetic values leading to larger (and probably more realistic) GCR HI-induced SEE rate predictions. However, as the high-Z material volume and location with respect to the SV in is general unknown, this effect cannot be taken into account explicitly in the model in a systematic way.
In addition, as stated in [1] , one of the main constraints of correlating HI SEE rates with hadron experimental data is that for thicker volumes, the volume-equivalent LET distribution falls off much earlier, as the average ranges of the high-LET products become shorter than the SV characteristic dimensions. As a consequence, the deposited energy is roughly the same, thus resulting in a decreased volume-equivalent LET value. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 7 , in which the geostationary GCR SEE rate and experimental 230-MeV proton cross sections are plotted as a function of the volumeequivalent LET for SV thicknesses of 2 and 10 μm. As can be seen, the different depth values result in changes in both the GCR rate and experimental proton cross sections in a nonproportional way. Whereas at around 10 MeVcm 2 /mg, the 2-μm experimental curve still mimics the GCR one, for 10 μm this is clearly not the case.
This effect is further shown in Fig. 8 , in which the α factor is plotted as a function of SV thickness for two different volumeequivalent LET threshold values. As can be seen, whereas for low LET v threshold values the α factor is relatively stable in a broad thickness range, for large LET v threshold values and thick SVs (∼10 μm), the value of α rapidly diverges, becoming strongly dependent on both parameters. In fact, the alpha value relating the experimental hadron cross section and the application SEE rate will tend to infinity for volumeequivalent LET values that are not reached in the hadron tests but are present in the GCR environment, as is described in Fig. 7 . This risk of having a volume-equivalent LET threshold in this range and thus overestimating the radiation hardness of the device through hadron testing increases with increasing SV thickness values. Therefore, as will be further developed in Section V, these components are an example of cases that would require HI testing after having passed the hadron screening.
In addition, we further underline at this stage that whereas a systematic analysis of the typical SEL thickness values as a function of CMOS technology is beyond the scope of this paper, the value of 2 μm considered here as based on laser experiments and successful in predicting the HI SEL inflight rate based on hadron tests should not be applied in a generalized way. As a counterexample, the AD9240 0.6-μm bulk silicon ADC reported in [30] is shown to have an SEL collection depth of at least 20 μm based on the comparison of test data with ions of a similar LET but different range. For such a thickness value, the risk of overestimating the corresponding HI hardness through hadron testing is large. Therefore, caution is warranted with respect to the SEL SV thickness assumption.
V. RADIATION HARDNESS ASSURANCE IMPLICATIONS
As introduced in Section III and applied in Section IV, the VELA can be used to estimate the in-flight SEE rate for both the trapped proton and near-earth interplanetary GCR environments based on single ground level hadron test results. Based on these test results, components can be screened and rejected if considered too sensitive. Compared with the standard IRPP qualification, the proposed approach has the advantage of requiring a single measurement per component as opposed to a set of HI and proton data in a relatively broad LET and energy range.
In addition to being cost and time efficient, the proposed screening approach has the practical advantage of not requiring opening the part. This can be particularly useful for component architectures such as flip-chips for which enabling access to the SV for standard ground-level HI energies (<10 MeV/n) can be particularly challenging [31] .
Moreover, at CHARM and as opposed to standard monoenergetic hadron beams, a large number of components can be tested in parallel. This is particularly useful when having to characterize a broad range of references (e.g., electrically compatible parts from different manufacturers with a potentially very different sensitivity to SEEs) or the interlot and intralot sensitivity spread for a particular reference.
It is important to note, however, that in order to mitigate the risk associated with an underestimation of the SEE HI rates from hadron experiments (e.g., for devices and effects with thick SVs and a high LET threshold), critical parts passing the hadron prescreening should be selected for a full HI characterization. This is particularly true for components with thick SVs and large LET threshold values for which the risk of underestimating the GCR HI SEE rate through the VELA approach is high.
In addition, by assuming a certain value for the saturation cross section of the part (e.g., its full surface area as worst case), a test in a hadron field yielding zero errors for a given HEH fluence can be used to determine the associated lower limit of the LET v threshold and corresponding upper limit in terms of expected in-flight SEE rate, which might be considered as low enough to accept the part based on the screening without the need of further testing for noncritical components. However, it is to be noted that also in this case, the upper limit will depend on the assumed SV depth.
Moreover, it is important to note that whereas the interplanetary volume-equivalent LET distribution is generated by high energy ions (with large fluxes up to Z = 28 and peaking roughly at an energy of 500 MeV/n), the CHARM and 230-MeV proton cases are generated by silicon recoils and fragments with considerably lower energies (e.g., as shown in [32] , only 1% of the 6 C fragments generated in 230-MeV proton interactions with silicon have an energy above roughly 2 MeV/n). The possible implications of such differences (e.g., ionization track structure and nuclear reactions) on the resulting SEE rate estimation need to be carefully considered.
VI. CONCLUSION
The in-flight benchmark of the proposed SEE rate estimation approach shows that the latter can be successfully applied in the case of the components and missions considered. The agreement level is comparable to the standard characterization approach, requiring a much more complex ground test methodology. Despite its limitations (mainly related to underestimating the in-flight HI SEE rate for components with high LET threshold and thick SVs with respect to the typical heavy fragment ranges), its simplicity in terms of the amount of measurement required makes it a promising approach to perform low-cost rapid measurements mainly focused on screening parts and rejecting those considered too sensitive. Parts passing the test can either be accepted with a certain upper limit dependent on the considered SV thickness or selected for HI testing in order to more accurately determine the respective error rate.
The proposed approach was shown to be valid for a set of SEU and SEL results (typically involving smaller SVs), but is expected to break down for SEEs with larger SVs (e.g., SEB) as the volume-equivalent LET curves produced by hadrons fail to reproduce the environmental case.
Moreover, the CELESTA CubeSat mission [33] , [34] developed in collaboration between CERN and the University of Montpellier will host an experimental SEE payload characterized at CHARM and aimed at extending the VELA benchmark to a broader set of components and effects.
